Muscle fatigue, effects of training and disuse.
The study of muscle fatigue started about a century ago, when it was proposed that the observed decrease in force during prolonged voluntary contractions resulted from changes in central processes which reduced the motor drive. In the middle of this century it was noticed that this loss of force could not be restored by maximal electrical stimulation of the motor nerve, and thus the importance of peripheral mechanisms, located beyond the motoneuron, was emphasized. However, it was not clear which peripheral site was most important in decreasing the muscle mechanical capacity during fatigue. More recently, the comparison between peripheral failures during sustained and intermittent contractions indicated that recorded mechanical changes underwent deterioration which was not closely related to the recorded electrical changes. It was thus proposed that muscle intracellular processes dominate the force decrease during muscle fatigue. This concept has been substantiated by the study of standard fatigue tests performed in control, trained, and disused human muscles, as reviewed in this paper.